SecureCloud Platform

1. Overview
Coronet SecureCloud is autonomous, all-in-one platform that protects
corporate cloud applications from unauthorized access, prevents data leakage,
and mitigates cloud threats.
True cloud security must ensure users are authenticated, that the device used
is not compromised, that the network used is safe, and yes, that the user
behavior (Access, downloads, uploads, collaboration, reporting) is allowed.
To ensure true cloud security, organizations must purchase, integrate, and
operate multiple platforms - which is very expensive, very complicated, labor
intensive, and extremely time consuming.
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SecureCloud platform tackles this problem by providing continuous, real time
visibility, control and remediation, Coronet SecureCloud ensures that corporate
data is used only by trusted users, using trusted devices, connecting through
trusted networks to trusted cloud services.
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Ensure Control over who has access to the cloud platforms, and where
from
Ensure GDPR, HIPPA, SOX, compliance, and detect PII, PHI, and EDR
automatically
Block compromised devices from accessing corporate data in the
cloud resources
Control what users can do, and who they can collaborate with
Prevent malware spread through cloud usage (such as file sharing)
Provide visibility into activity in the cloud, the devices used, and the
data that was shared
Detect and mitigate advanced cloud-to-cloud attacks
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2. Platform Design
SecureCloud draws on layered architecture, guided by two fundamental
principles: simplicity and automation. The layers are operating in tandem to
ensure improved protection, scalability, lower maintenance costs and fast
implementation. This sets SecureCloud apart from other solutions that incur
high operational costs and makes SecureCloud attractive for small and midsize enterprises, that face totally different challenges than large enterprises
in regard to cloud security. Challenges such as limited staffing, unique threat
landscape, education, resources, lack of methodology and standards, etc.
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Operational layer aims to accomplish simple and fast solution implementation.
The main objective is to streamline operations, with focus on specific business
needs. The system can operate in one of three operational modes:
Visibility – provides activities discovery, as well as a consolidated view
of an organization’s cloud service usage, who is accessing the data,
from which devices, through which networks or from where. In addition,
SecureCloud equips its customers with cloud services security posture
assessment to spot vulnerabilities that might be exploited and lead to
breaches.
Protection – delivers security operations automation, helping security
teams work more efficiently and achieve faster threat detection and
incident response. In this mode, once the threat is discovered, the
system executes automatic remediation actions to minimize damage and
thwart targeted attacks.
Custom – provides tools to define custom security policies to achieve
utmost flexibility.
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Business logic layer

Business logic layer ensures platform simplicity by encapsulating protection
workflows based on:
Continuous data collection
Aggregating and applying threat intelligence
Streamlining real-time response capabilities
Using orchestration and automation, SecureCloud controls and optimizes the
processes involved in detection and response.
For example:
Triage: SecureCloud comes with pre-configured detection sensitivity that
determines how the system evaluates and qualifies risks. It allows to inhibit
large volumes of alerts and false positives that result in “alert fatigue”.
Containment: Speed is critical. Ransomware, for instance, does not allow a
large window of opportunity, and once that data is encrypted, organizations
will be doing disaster recovery, not incident response. Likewise, if data
exfiltration is detected, you need to act immediately. Any delay means the
malicious actors may have already jeopardized intellectual property or
customer data. SecureCloud business logic layer is responsible for efficient
incident response automation. For example, a detection event or set of
correlated events in one cloud services will trigger a follow-up action, such as
user suspension or forcing the user to sign-in across all cloud services.

Protection layer

Protection layer encapsulates SecureCloud core capabilities, packaged as
independent protection engines for access control, threat protection and
data control. The engines draw on best-of-breed anomaly detection models,
to discover potential security incidents, commonly presented as activity that
is anomalous to the standard profiles and behaviors of users and entities.
Example of these activities include unusual access to systems and data by
trusted insiders or third parties, and breaches by external attackers evading
preventative security controls.
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3. SecureCloud key features
SecureCloud delivers its unique capabilities on three pillars:
Access Control
Threat Prevention
Data Control

Access control

SecureCloud provides fine-grained access control to networks and cloud
services. Access is controlled based on a multitude of continuously monitored
contextual parameters. The system assesses the security postures of the user,
device, network and service and produces a unified security posture used
to make intelligent access decisions and take automatic governance actions
based on organizational policies.
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The administrator is equipped with built-in access policies that incorporate
common access patterns and best practices. A policy-based approach
simplifies the configuration experience as it follows the way security
professionals think about access requirements.
Examples of such olicies are:
1. Device Restriction Policy - restricts access to corporate assets, such as
networks and cloud services, based on the potential risk that the device
poses to organization.
2. Networks Restriction Policy - prevents access to corporate assets
through compromised or malicious networks.
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SecureCloud device
authentication

With SecureCloud, an organization can not only enforce fine-grained access
control to a cloud service, but also create and enforce a policy that prohibits
access from unmanaged devices with no active Coronet agent running.
SecureCloud uses federated user authentication processes, such as SAML,
that put the SecureCloud service in the path of SaaS applications. Each
authentication request is steered to the SecureCloud authentication proxy
that performs pre-authentication risk assessment based on user, device and
service security postures and makes context-based access decisions:
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How does it work?
1. User attempts to access a service
2. The service generates SAML Authentication Request and redirects client
to Coronet IdP for authentication
3. Coronet IdP prompts user for credentials
4. Coronet IdP validates user credentials against user’s store
5. Coronet performs pre-authentication risk checks including device
fingerprint, vulnerabilities, network reputation, geo-location, IP address
6. User confirms access attempt on the device used
7. Coronet validates access confirmation
8. Coronet IdP generates SAML response and redirects client to the service
of interest

Location based
defense

Many organizations require that sensitive information and services only
be accessed on premises or in secure locations. SecureCloud includes
sophisticated location resources management and turns raw geo-location data
into geo-spatial intelligence, leveraged in access control, threat prevention
and data control.

As shown in the screenshot above, SecureCloud allows to tap into user
connectivity patters to analyze where users are accessing networks or
services to decide what should security controls be in those locations.
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With locations, the system administrator has the option to define conditions
that are based on where an access attempt to network or service was
initiated from. The entries in the locations list are either named locations or IP
addresses.

Named locations is a SecureCloud feature that allows system administrators
to define labels for the locations from which access attempts are made. To
define a location, the user can either configure IP address ranges or select a
specific country/region/address.
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Additionally, the administrator can mark a named location as trusted or risky
(white and black list). For a conditional access policy, the trusted or risky
locations are yet another filter options available for conditional access policy
definition.
Named locations are also important for the reduction of false positives during
detection of impossible travel and atypical locations risk events.

Threat prevention

SecureCloud identifies, mitigates, and automatically remediates threats
across cloud services. It monitors activity patterns in the cloud, determines
the behavioral models and establishes baselines. Upon connection of a cloud
service, all cloud activity is scored according to various predefined risk factors.
SecureCloud inspects every user session and takes automatic remediation
actions when something happens that is different from either the baseline or
from the user’s regular activity.
In this manner, SecureCloud continues evolving its models as it observes new
and often unusual behavior without human intervention. These capabilities set
SecureCloud apart from traditional approaches that require an unreasonable
number of manual updates to ensure accurate threats detection.
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SecureCloud enforces data-centric security policies based on risk analysis and
includes following security controls:
1.

Activity monitoring (audit trail of user and administrator actions)

2.

Detection of insider and privileged user threats

3.

Detection of compromised accounts

4.

Detection of malware spread within the cloud

The policies can be enforced differently for different users, locations, and
organizational sectors. For example, the system administrator can create a
policy that triggers enforcement actions when members of the IT team are
active from outside your offices or a single user downloads a large number of
files in a very short time period.
Audit trails and attestation
SecureCloud can provide a complete audit trail of how cloud applications are
being accessed and how data within those applications is being accessed
and shared. The audit trail can document the enforcement of access policies
and attest to the effectiveness of organizational controls. SecureCloud can
dramatically reduce the time and effort required to collect and correlate
compliance data across multiple cloud applications. SecureCloud also
provides a record of policy violations: people accessing data they shouldn’t,
sensitive files shared outside the enterprise, sensitive information uploaded to
cloud services.
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Data control

SecureCloud identifies, mitigates, and automatically remediates threats
across cloud services. It monitors activity patterns in the cloud, determines
the behavioral models and establishes baselines. Upon connection of a cloud
service, all cloud activity is scored according to various predefined risk factors.
SecureCloud inspects every user session and takes automatic remediation
actions when something happens that is different from either the baseline or
from the user’s regular activity.
In this manner, SecureCloud continues evolving its models as it observes new
and often unusual behavior without human intervention. These capabilities set
SecureCloud apart from traditional approaches that require an unreasonable
number of manual updates to ensure accurate threats detection.
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4. Platform architecture
The diagram below depicts the high-level architecture of SecureCloud.

The platform includes inbound and outbound interfaces for collecting and
processing information related to:
Cloud applications
Users accessing the applications
Devices used to access the applications
Files and data being created and stored in the applications
Activities related to accessing applications and files (such as logins and
session duration), related to working with applications and files, and
related to managing permissions for access and sharing
In addition, SecureCloud provides ready-to-use integrations with existing
security and management tools, such as Mobile Device Management (MDM),
Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) and Microsoft Active
Directory.
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5. How SecureCloud compares to Cloud Access Security
Brokers (CASBs)
Cloud access security brokers have become an essential element of any cloud
security strategy, helping organizations govern the cloud use and protect
sensitive data in the cloud.
While CASBs vendors build many security controls into their platforms, their
capabilities cannot address all risks introduced by users that seek to access
cloud services from anywhere on their own (BYOD) devices connecting
through unmanaged networks.
Limited visibility to user activities that occur off the organizational network
and/or on an unmanaged device, forces organizations to combine CASBs with
complementary security solutions, such mobile device management (MDM),
mobile threat protection (MTP), access gateways, containers and proxies that
add security at each data consumption point.
Obviously, this patchwork approach adds a significant level of complexity,
operational costs and undermines user’s productivity. With SecureCloud
organizations can bring all the essential cloud security components into a
single platform that provides end-to-end security (user-device-network-service)
and ensures that only trusted devices, connecting through secure networks
can access corporate data.
The table on the next page compares capabilities provided by CASB and
SecureCloud as all-in-one platform:
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CASB

SecureCloud

Threat Analysis & visibility
Malware/ransomware protection
IP based access threat identification
Geofencing based access identification
identify threats due to device posture
Identify threats due to network posture
Identify threats due to behaviour analysis
Identify threats due to impossible travel (geo-location based)
Identify threats due to impossible travel (IP based)
Governance
PII/PCI/EDR information control
Custom information control
IP based service filtering
Geofencing of services
Document sharing
Certificate sharing
Geofencing of Admin activities
Custom file type control
Behavior control
Sharing control
Admin activities control
GDPR compliance
SOX compliance
HIPAA compliance
Chinese regulation support
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CASB

SecureCloud

Security
Control access based on authorized devices
Control access based on devices security
Control access based on authorized locations
Control access based on authorized networks
Control access based on networks security
Enforce context aware access control
Enforce context aware data sharing control
Control access based on suspicious login process
Operation in China
Block spread of malware/ransomware
Incident response management
Infrastructure support
Access control for Azure as PaaS/IaaS
Access control for Google as PaaS/IaaS
Access control for AWS as PaaS/IaaS
Cross border regulations support
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6. Platform components
Coronet
administration
console

Allows management and administration of SecureCloud users, policies,
configuration and integration with external systems.

Coronet lightweight
agent (Client)

Coronet client actively collects and communicates device security posture to
SecureCloud backend services. It assesses wireless networks in user’s vicinity,
mitigates MitM attacks and guides user to compliant behavior.

Supported
operating systems

SecureCloud supports all common operating systems, such as Windows, OS X,
iOS and Android.

Supported device
types

SecureCloud supports all device types including desktops, laptops, tablets and
smart phones.
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SecureCloud
service hosting
regions

SecureCloud cloud services are hosted in AWS multiple locations world-wide
as it operates state-of-the-art, highly-available data centers. To reduce data
latency, Coronet leverages multiple cloud service providers and offers regionbased services deployment to make sure highly efficient data exchange.
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